NOTE:
THE INFORMATION SHOWN HEREIN THIS DOCUMENT IS FOR GENERAL GUIDANCE ONLY AND IS NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES. ITS USE SHALL NOT RELIEVE THE DESIGN PROFESSIONAL OR CONTRACTOR OF ANY LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY.

STREET TREE WELL W/ GRANITE BLOCK

RUNNING BOND PATTERN

PROVIDE FRAME PATTERN AROUND TREE OPENING; CUT STONE AS NEEDED

TREE CENTERED IN WELL

GRAY GRANITE BLOCK
NATURAL SPLIT FACE FINISH
DIMENSIONS:
8"L MIN.
6"W MIN.
4"THICK MIN.
1/4" MAX. TOLERANCE ON SURFACE

1/2"-1" SAND-SWEEP JOINTS

10'-0"

-2'-6"

5'-0"

NOTE:
DO NOT CUT INTO SOIL OF ROOT BALL TO ACHIEVE GRADE LEVEL FOR BLOCK SURFACE

TREE BEYOND

INSTALL BLOCKS LEVEL WITH ADJACENT WALKWAY SURFACE

ADJACENT PAVING PER PLANS

WRAP FILTER FABRIC UP TO 1/2" BELOW FINISHED GRADE

1" MAX. SAND SETTING BED

FILTER FABRIC

ROLLED OR RAKED SURFACE TREE PLANTING TRENCH
SOIL, COMPACTED TO A MAXIMUM OF 80% PROCTOR
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